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了一个比 Brainard（1997）和 Helpman 等（2004）更为全面的实证检验模型，


































There are two alternative modes of foreign market penetration. One is exporting 
with concentrating domestic production. The other is foreign direct investment with 
proximity foreign market. Which mode is more preferable? What factors might effect 
the selection of the two modes? Brainard (1997) “Proximity-Concentration” mainly 
demonstrated the above questions. Her conclusion is that: When transport costs or 
tariff barriers are higher, plant-level fixed costs compared to the firm-level fixed costs 
lower, FDI will be more prevalent. In contrast, exporting will be more prevalent. 
Markusen and Venables (1998, 2000) brought the differences of market scale and 
elements prices in different countries into the “Proximity-Concentration” mode, and 
drew the conclusions which are larger foreign markets will attract more FDI; while 
the elements price difference between the two countries is smaller, FDI is likely to 
become more prevalent. 
   However, the conclusions above are based on the assumption of firms 
homogeneity, which would derive out a conjecture. It is that all of the firms in an 
industry select export or all firms select FDI, which is inconsistent with the truth of 
experience. To solve this problem, it is necessary to introduce the theory of 
heterogeneous enterprises. Helpman et al (2004) introduced Melitz (2003) 
heterogeneity of the enterprise into the “Proximity-Concentration” theory. Helpman et 
al (2004) came to the conclusion: among the existing enterprises, enterprises with the 
lowest productivity can only sale in the domestic market; enterprise with higher 
productivity can not only sale in domestic market, but also export to foreign markets; 
and the enterprise with the highest productivity can not only sale in domestic market, 
but also penetrate into foreign markets through FDI. Helpman et al (2004) also 
pointed out that in the sector whose difference in enterprises’ productivity is larger, 
FDI will become more popular.  
   This article first systematically combs out the evolution of the development of 
“Proximity-Concentration” issue and makes effective integration. Based on the 
comprehensive summary of the influencing factors of “Proximity-Concentration” 
issue, the paper sets up a more comprehensive model, compared to the modes of 














“Proximity-Concentration” issue by applying the more recent American BEA 2004 
statistical data. The empirical results show that the theoretical results are supported by 
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上个世纪 80 年代中期，只有 17.4%的法国制造企业出口，他们的出口量也只占
他们的产出的 21.6%。另一方面，Helpman，Melitz 和 Yeaple(2004)在 1996 年
的大样本调查中，对三千多个企业的调查研究发现进行 FDI 投资的跨国公司的生
产效率比选择出口方式的企业高 38.4%。这个研究结果，显示了选择 FDI 方式的
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